Abstract. Motivated by string/M-theory predictions that scalar field couplings with the Gauss-Bonnet invariant, G, are essential in the appearance of non-singular early time cosmologies, we discuss the viability of an interesting alternative gravitational theory, namely, modified Gauss-Bonnet gravity, and present the viability bounds arising from the energy conditions. In particular, we consider a specific realistic form of f (G) analyzed in the literature that accounts for the late-time cosmic acceleration and that has been found to cure the finitetime future singularities present in the dark energy models, and further examine the respective viability of the specific f (G) model imposed by the weak energy condition.
Introduction
A central theme in cosmology is the perplexing fact that the Universe is undergoing an accelerating expansion [1] . Several candidates, responsible for this expansion, have been proposed in the literature, in particular, dark energy models and modified gravity. In this context, a renaissance of modified theories of gravity, such as f (R) gravity [2] , has recently been verified in an attempt to explain the late-time accelerated expansion of the Universe. An interesting alternative theory is modified Gauss-Bonnet gravity, or f (G) gravity, where f (G) is a general function of the Gauss-Bonnet term [3, 4] . Specific realistic models of f (G) gravity were constructed to account for the late-time cosmic acceleration [4, 5] , and it is these forms of f (G) that we consider in this work. The respective constraints of the parameters of the models were also analyzed in [5] . It was shown that by taking into account higher-order curvature corrections the finite-time future singularities in f (G)-gravity are cured. In this context, we further consider the constraints imposed by the energy conditions and verify whether the parameter range of the specific models considered in [5] are consistent with the energy conditions [6] . More specifically, we define generalized energy conditions for f (G) modified theories of gravity, and consider their realization for flat Friedmann cosmological models. In particular, we analyze whether the weak energy condition is satisfied by particular choices of f (G) which were advocated in Refs. [4, 5] as leading to viable models.
Gravitational field equations and the energy conditions

Field equations
The action of modified Gauss-Bonnet gravity is given by
where κ = 8π. S M (g µν , ψ) is the matter action, in which matter is minimally coupled to the metric g µν and ψ collectively denotes the matter fields. The Gauss-Bonnet invariant is defined
In this work, we consider the flat FRW background, so that the gravitational field equations for f (G) modified gravity are provided by the following form
where the overdot denotes a derivative with respect t; ρ eff and p eff are the effective energy density and pressure, respectively, defined as
For the flat FRW metric the curvature scalar and the Gauss-Bonnet invariant are given by R = 6(2H 2 +Ḣ) and G = 24H 2 (H 2 +Ḣ), respectively.
Energy conditions
The energy conditions arise when one refers to the Raychaudhuri equation for the expansion. Note that the Raychaudhuri equation is a purely geometric statement, and as such it makes no reference to any gravitational field equations. The condition for attractive gravity reduces to R µν k µ k ν ≥ 0 and in general relativity, through the Einstein field equation, one can write the above condition in terms of the stress-energy tensor given by T µν k µ k ν ≥ 0. Now, in f (G) modified theories of gravity the field equation can be written as the following effective gravitational field equation
Thus, the positivity condition, R µν k µ k ν ≥ 0, provides the following form for the null energy condition, T eff µν k µ k ν ≥ 0, through the modified gravitational field equation. As the Raychaudhuri equation holds for any geometrical theory of gravitation, we will maintain its physical motivation, namely, the focussing of geodesic congruences, along with the attractive character of gravity to deduce the energy conditions in the context of f (G) modified gravity.
Thus, using the modified (effective) gravitational field equations the null energy condition (NEC), weak energy condition (WEC), strong energy condition (SEC) and the dominant energy condition (DEC) are given by
WEC ⇐⇒ ρ eff ≥ 0 and ρ eff + p eff ≥ 0 ,
SEC ⇐⇒ ρ eff + 3p eff ≥ 0 and ρ eff + p eff ≥ 0 ,
DEC ⇐⇒ ρ eff ≥ 0 and ρ eff ± p eff ≥ 0 ,
respectively.
In standard mechanics terminology the first four time derivatives of position are referred to as velocity, acceleration, jerk and snap. In a cosmological setting, in addition to the Hubble parameter H =ȧ/a, it is appropriate to define the deceleration, jerk, and snap parameters as
In terms of the above parameters, we consider the following definitionṡ
respectively. Using these definitions, the weak energy condition takes the following form:
Specific f (G) models
Here, we consider a realistic model of f (G) gravity, which have been found to reproduce the current acceleration [4] :
where a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 and n are constants. In the following, we always assume n > 0. In addition to accounting for the late-time cosmic acceleration, it was also found that the specific case of Eq. (12) analyzed in [5] cured the four types of finite-time future singularities emerging in the late-time accelerating era. Rather than exhaustively analyze all of the cases, we consider a specific case that does indeed prove that in addition to curing the finite-time future singularities it satisfies the weak energy condition.
For simplicity, in the example analyzed we consider vacuum, i.e., ρ = p = 0. The WEC constraints, i.e., ρ eff ≥ 0 and ρ eff + p eff ≥ 0, are respectively given by
The constraints provided by the inequalities (13)- (14) are too complicated to find exact analytical expressions for the parameter ranges of the constants a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 , and n, so we consider specific values for some of the parameters. In particular, we impose the following values a 1 = −1, b 1 = −1, and a 2 = 2, and plot the WEC as a function of b 2 and n, which is depicted in Fig. 1 . The latter does indeed prove that the specific form of f (G) given by Eq. (12) considered in [5] is consistent with the WEC inequalities. Figure 1 . The plots depict the weak energy condition for the specific form of f (G) =
The left plot corresponds to ρ eff ≥ 0; the right plot corresponds to ρ eff + p eff ≥ 0. We have considered the values a 1 = −1, b 1 = −1, and a 2 = 2. The plots show that the weak energy condition are satisfied for the parameter range considered. See the text for details.
Conclusion
In this work, we discussed the viability of an interesting alternative gravitational theory, namely, modified Gauss-Bonnet gravity or f (G) gravity. We considered a specific realistic form of f (G) analyzed in the literature that accounts for the late-time cosmic acceleration and that cured the finite-time future singularities [4, 5] . The general inequalities imposed by the energy conditions were outlined and using the recent estimated values of the Hubble, deceleration, jerk and snap parameters we have shown the viability of the above-mentioned forms of f (G) imposed by the weak energy condition.
